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Viktoria Erofeeva 

"POBEG" EXHIBITION ABOUT 

"Pobeg" new exhibition's name has many definitions. One of the definitions of "pobeg" is 

"new sprout, plant's young branch". Artists whose works ZEROLINE exhibits today are first 

sprouts of Uzbekistan contemporary art. 

Another definition of "pobeg" is "escape". In my opinion, this definition expresses most 

vividly artistic environment of this retrospective exhibition or escapism of painters, sculptors, 

graphic artists from social dogmas of the Soviet into personal artistic worlds. 

V. Ahunov notes that "…Being isolated most artists from Soviet and post-Soviet 

Uzbekistan were curtained from world's contemporary culture" but nevertheless "… Uzbekistan 

contemporary art of 70-80s tried weakly to analyze situation of the world's contemporary art 

…Artists created «for themselves» more emotionally than rationally" 

In my opinion, this period is very important to understand these Uzbekistan artists 

comprehensively. 

Each work conceals artist's complicated fate in historical threshold and cultural vortex as 

former taboos degraded and "iron curtain" lifted up higher and higher every day. Artists jumped 

into modernism and post-modernism. First jump was into Soviet critical literature. Second jump 

was towards Russian nonconformists and underground artists. Russia was wider for western art 

but Central Asia was cultural province for new trends of the world's art. This terra incognita 

absorbed cultural innovations slower and superficially although in 20s of XX century art 

modernists like А.Volkov, V.Ufimtsev, Т.Oganesov, U.Tansykbaev worked there. 

Probably, those artists did not consider contemporary art as "social modernization" (V. 

Ahunov) but they escaped from Soviet dogmatic art pressed down too long to explain in greatest 

details what art must do, represent and conform "opinions from above". Undoubtedly, they 

escaped into absolutely opposite artistic realities like modernism and post-modernism. Those 

artists almost never applied same instruments for new concepts and images but only to curtain 

personal spaces from official environment. 

Psychology defines this state of the reality like "escapism". But this term never existed in 

history of the world's art. We know Pre-Raphaelite, Rococo, French decadence, English 

aestheticism, German Romanticism, Symbolism, Modern, Stile liberty, abstract expressionism, 

new expressionism and so on. As social, political, religious and other dogmas pressed down free 

arts the artists escaped from dogmas in sole dogma of the art-escapism "art for art" declaring that 

"art owes nothing to nobody".  

So,we see "Pobeg" exhibition otherwise. Each work is not only cultural experiment but it is 

experiment of individual escape as well. 
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Escape of Vyacheslav Ahunov, conceptualist began in 1968 as he and Kisilev, his friend 

were boys. "Pobeg" Performance has photographed their game. Second work of V. Ahunov 

exhibits his aftermath as he graduated artistic school and faced new artistic trends. Aftermath 

was absolute escape from painting and into conceptual art. His new tool have been texts, ready-

made method, collages. A sheet from a series of "Party's Red Line" is a reproduction from 

magazine with the red line tempera on this reproduction as a sample of the conceptual work of 

Vyacheslav Ahunov.  

Engel Ishakov developed new language of the symbols from neolithic petroglyphs and 

Siberian pagan signs. Structuralism influenced on Engel too. He visited Moscow lectures from 

Lotman, culturologist and semiologist, lecturer of structural poetics. 

Ishakov narrated and interpreted artistic idea using symbolic language of the textual 

images. This method describes conceptualism but Ishakov did not declare himself as 

conceptualist. He declared his concept "shaman-art". Artist like John Ronald Reuel Tolkien, 

fantasy-writer created personal language for individual world. 

Artist frequently applied assemblage* for his works putting symbols and signs on canvas 

wood boards, tin sheets, wires, stones, papers and so on. Today we represent some assemblages 

of Engel Ishakov: "Rain Harvest" (from Exhibition Fund of Uzbekistan Academy of Arts and 

two boards from V. Ahunov's collection. 

We have created exhibition space some like as iconostasis combined works of Engel 

Ishakov with the same content works of Bayat Muhtarov, sculptor. 

Content of Bayat Muhtarov is Taoism philosophy, Oriental martial arts, African sculpture, 

modernism. He created many structures of various materials including metal, wood, stones, 

minerals. Wood sculptures refer to African and South-Asian idols. Futuristic metallic 

installations attract "steam-punk" style lovers. "Pobeg" exhibits three works of Bayat Muhtarov: 

"Man and Woman" (Exhibition Fund of Uzbekistan Academy of Arts), "Bacchus" (А. Nazarov's 

collection), "Bonsar" (L.Kodzaeva's personal archive).  

Mashood Tohtaev or Maxood or Igor for many other people unlike most Soviet artists Soviet 

did not study neither in city of Moscow nor in city of Saint-Petersburg. He graduated Uzbekistan 

State Institute of Arts and Culture named after Alexander Ostrovsky. Nevertheless, he was one of 

the advanced Uzbekistan painters as in experiments of the formal figurative language and as 

content. Obviously, his visits in Russia and contacts with the artistic partners influenced greatly on 

                                                           
*Assemblage is a method of the visual art like collage but it uses 3D things or their parts which have been 

installed on surface as a picture. This method lets painting, metals, wood, cloth and other materials. 
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Tohtaev's works. 

Very interesting to trace artist's periods. In middle of 1970s he followed miniature pictures 

and applied some concepts of this art in easel painting in contemporary formats. In end of 1970s 

Tohtaev followed Salvador Dali and created surrealistic canvases, for example, "World from 

Legends generated" (1978). There is quince as Tohtaev's favorite image in many works of that 

period. Vyacheslav Ahunov reminds that Tohtaev and Ahunov had closer contacts with Timur 

Zulfikarov, writer. Probably, story of First Love of Hoja Nasreddin triggered Tohtaev choose 

quince as an artistic symbol. This story starts from fantastic dream under quince tree. 

"…I flies like a lost bird in remote and mist gardens full of the golden quinces! 

Golden rough and harsh fruits fall down... Here they are! I feel like a stupid bird drunken of 

my fresh and strong wings!.. Falled down fruits drank me." (First Love of Hoja Nasreddin, Timur 

Zulfikarov). 

Since 1980s after visits in Senezh Lake in Moscow Region, Russia and contacts with Petrov, 

Baselev, Sherstyuk, Moscow hyperrealists Mashood Tohtaev began using in his works such new 

application as aerograph. "Kumgan Still-life" (1987) is a work of Tohtaev as a hyperrealist. 

Tohtaev often combined these styles in surrealistic canvases made in hyperrealistic manner. He 

applied collage in monumental canvases using aerograph creating illusive photographs in his 

painting works. 

Experience of the Bukhara artists in end of 1970s is remarkable. They needed new 

illustrative language. Bukhara in end of 1970s was "Uzbekistan cultural capital of the provincial 

fate", aboriginal community with no artistic environment for challenging ideas. Local artists 

propagated Soviet ideology. Guests took the Medieval architecture pictures and came back 

home. Bukhara artists escaped into cubism, futurism, German expressionism.  

Today two cubo futuristic works of Nison Babaev are exhibited. These works came from 

1990s as deaths of the old gods abolished old restrictions in art. Earlier works of Babaev in 

manner of the German expressionism were decadent. Later works are full of nascent life. In 

begiinig of 1990s Nison emigrated in Israel. There he earned moneys selling his commercial art-

products. Artist was disappointed and panted after his native Bukhara till his last day in 2003. 

Even today notwithstanding unique experiments of Nison Babaev art-establisment does not 

know this artist well. 

Works of Muzaffar Abdullaev and Zelimhan Saidjanov exhibit city of Bukhara and represent 

their artistic language. Abdullaev's two figural and abstractive canvases from "Segoh" triptych, 

1991 are full of the internal tension and emotions. 

Zelimhan Saidjanov's first work is "Primus Composition" describes vividly his artistic 

manner. Saidjanov's colourful painting refers to Emil Nolde, German expressionist. 
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Zelimhan Saidjanov's second work is "Cow Skull Composition" is not his typical image. It is 

magic realism as real things are irrational shadows, unusual shapes and extorted views. 

"Migration", 1985 is single work from Andrei Krikis, Samarkand artist. This is explicit 

images of a woman and birds on abstractive background. Canvas is allegedly spotted with the 

black splashes. Original combination of figurative and abstractive painting generates tension and 

anxiety. Artist's language intends on generation of the moods using a special kaleidoscope of 

colours and patterns. 

"Muzaffar's Portrait" in primitivism style from Shuhrat Babajanov, Khoresm artist and 

journalist is attractive. 

Alexander Volkov (junior), Eugene Kravchenko and Damir Ruzibaev are not only friends but 

associates. Sometimes they were called stylish guys for garments, jazz love and loose behavior.  

Soviet society dislikes this life style. Pravda, central communistic newspaper obstructs these 

people: «Today they are just listening to the jazz but tomorrow Our Motherland for them is no 

cost». In creative experiments artists escaped from realistic painting into abstractive art. 

Alexander Volkov was formed by authority of Alexander Volkov, his father, Uzbekistan artist 

but Alexander Volkov (junior) left behind figural manner and turned into abstraction. He uses 

collage frequently operating not only paints but includes in picture parts of woods, plywood, cloth. 

Sculpture takes wider place. Artist creates easel installations of the coal clay. Today he works 

successfully in city of Moscow and makes expositions regularly. 

Damir Ruzibaev is a sculptor, Uzbekistan Honoured Artist. Since 1960 he has been takeing 

active participation in sculpture's national and international exhibitions and symposiums. He 

restored ancient sculptures of Khalchayan and Dalverzin Tepe. Damir Ruzibaev is author of the 

unique plastic easel and monumental works of various materials coloured loams, coal clay, stones, 

woods and metals. Presently, two canvases and two easel installations in stone and engobe are 

exhibited. 

Eugene Kravchenko is a graphical artist of pastel and water painting in abstraction. 

Alexander Volkov, (senior) influenced on artist's painting greatly. 

Lev Snegirev was born and lived in city of Margilan. His young dream was a study in 

painting in city of Moscow. After many obstacles he entered into Moscow Art School in Memory 

of 1905. Living in Moscow artistic environment Snegirev felt himself a stranger always. In 1964 

he came back home вернулся in Margilan and lived there till 1991. Later he removed in city of 

Nelidovo, Tver Region, Russia. In city of Moscow he was interested in icon painting. Snegirev 

studied painting technology and later he used modified technology in his wood works. Artist put 

scumble layers using egg tempera, oil and laquer on oily bleaches. He mixes oil with tempera. 

Sometimes he adds bobbinet or even cement to underline texture. Final work is smooth and 
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pictorial surface of many layers. One layer shines through another that originates marvelous effect: 

picture spreads lightning sparks. His works "Sabbath" and "Frozen Birds" are full of this effect. 

Reading autobiography of Lev Snegirev which "Moi Vek" publishing office issued in 2010 I 

see alone and even lost artist:   

"All experience of my life witnessed that nobody needs artist. He paints canvases only for 

personal joy. He is unable to do nothing. This is style of the artist's life".  

Reading autobiographies of other artists who "Pobeg" exhibits I spread this situation for 

Uzbekistan artistic life since end of 1960s till 1990 wholly. Situation as artists feel themselves as 

creators and demiurges but they face dynamic changes of the art world they realize that they are 

obsolete that their works are unable to change society and improve world. Rest is to escape. Some 

artists escape inside personal fantasies. Other artists make efforts to jump into bullet train of the 

contemporary art. 

 


